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Abstract 

Sokoban is a kind of transport puzzle in which the player moves the boxes or crates around a 

storage house in order to get them into their correct positions. It is a single player game. The 

rules are simple. It is a 2 dimensional field where the size of the box is about 20x20.We define 

the cells in the box (squares) in the form of (x, y). Each of the cells contain one of the following: 

a man, a container, an obstacle, a target or an empty cell. The number of boxes is equal to the 

number of targets. The aim of the game is to place the containers in to their target positions. The 

man can move in any of the 4 directions i.e., left, right, top and down and he can only move to 

target squares or empty squares. Additionally the man is only allowed to move one container 

from (x,y) to a different position if which is possible only if it is either empty or a target. The 

obstacles include 1) deadlocks: A position that cannot result in correct solution of puzzle, 2) 

amount of moves: the aim is to minimize the number of moves.  The game can be implemented 

certain artificial intelligence algorithms. It is a graph traversal and path algorithm that can be 

used to find the shortest path between a designated start node and any member of the target node. 

 

Index Terms:Bipartite Deadlock, Brute Force, Closed Type Deadlocks, Corral Deadlocks, 

Deadlock, Detecting Deadlocks, Element, Freeze Deadlock, ICorrals, Lowerbound, Moves, No 

Influence Pushes (tunnels), Pruning Duplicate Positions, Pushes, Sokoban, Solver. 
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